Exhibit Scavenger Hunt:
Transcend: Religious and Royal Art of Asia
Use your detective skills to find the answers to these questions in the Asian exhibit in the Museum of World Treasures. You will have to read, look, and observe to find all of the answers!

1. What colors can you see on the two marble monks?

2. What do the Fu Dogs have under their paws?

3. The Buddha Mi lo is often associated with _____________ and _____________.

4. Name two things some of the goddesses are holding.

5. Describe your favorite piece of the royal jewelry.

6. Name three different countries represented in the exhibit.

7. Draw the Chinese character for soldier.

8. What does the use of gold paint in Buddhist art symbolize?

9. Name the fourth Noble Truth.

10. What is a Buddhist mudra?
11. In the hall of large marble Buddhas, how many total Buddhas can you count?

12. Describe your favorite large marble Buddha.

13. What kind of fruit is the marble Lama holding?

14. What kind of stone are the smaller Buddha statues made of?

15. How many adherents to Hinduism are there?